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An evaluation of Rost's ceurse book Strategies in Listening
  for the teaching of listening strategies in relation to what

  we know about listening strategies and their development

Ian Munby

[1. Introductlon. Listening strategies in the llght of theoretical developments ln

the field of listening in the last two decades]

   Richards (1983.219) viewed the listening sl<ill as consisting of "component micro-skills"

aRd he listed thirty three ofthem which he considered to be basic requirements for conversa-

tional listening. A comparison with other more recent lists and taxonomies of skills,

sg{b-skills, learning strategies, listening strategies, metacognltive processes, aRd elements to

inc}ude iR a listeRlng course compiled by other commentators indlcates that there is broad

agreement regarding what the Iistening sl<ill coRsists of. For exarnple, Richards micro-skill

Ro.22 "t}te ability to use real world knowledge and experience to work out burposes, goals,

settings, procedures" vyJas meRtioned the most frequently, appeariRg in nine of the ten lists

surveyed and micro-skill no.12 "the ability to guess the meanings of words from the contexts

in which they occur" was mentioned eight times. It should be pointed out that Goh categor-

izes both no.22 and no.12 under "strategies that do not always work".

   However, it is Rot so much zvhat the listeniRg skill coRsists of which caused disagreement

but rather hozv it should be learned or taught. Richards belleved that, matched against a

learner's specific needs, (1983.227) "learning experiences" could "be planned as a result of

systematic identification and operatioRalization of listening micro-sl<ills". In this way, he

suggests that listening skills will develop when suitably broken down and graded into more

maRageable sub-sl<ills. He doesR't actually state how inpgt and tasks vtrill develop micro-

skills, thoagh he implies that narrowing the focus of atteRtion inay aid sub-skill acquisition,

presumably by freeing attentioRal capacity for the sub-skill in question.

   Others disagreed with this atomistic approach to skills acquisition. Sherman (i994.31),

for example, cited in Tonkyn (2000.49), presumably preferriRg a more holistlc approach, says

it is the "flying time", or quantity of exposure, Rot the "systematic coverage of sub-skills"

that leads to progress in the listening skill. In coRtrast, Field (1998.112) claims that in the

same way that "more reading does not lead to better yeading", neither does more listening

lead to better listening.

   Rost (1990.l55) agrees with Richards in some ways partictilarly with regard to the need

for the learner to have "rectirring encouRters with increasiRgly challeRging laRggage" or

what Field would define as "flyiRg time". However, ln contrast to Richards, in Tonkyn's

words (2000.10), he does Rot "advocate the teaching of separate sub-skills, but ratliter the

development of the more global skills" which "will autoinatically and more naturally bring

the sub-sl<il}s wkh them". In support, Rost (1990.l50-151) points to evidence from research
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into skills by Welford (1968) that sub-skills are best practised in clusters and to a "lack of

empirical data to suggest that sl<ills are developed in liRear sequence". He gives phoReme

discrimiRatiolt as one example of a sub-skill that wotild best Rot be treated separately,

implyiBg that some exercises in Richard's listening course Listen for It (1987.40) are itot

worthwhile.

   Furthermore, not oi31y does he believe that micro-skMs should not be treated in isolation

but he also believes that the listening skill should not be treated in isolation either. Ideally,

the development of the listening skill must include (1990.156) "a growing initiative on the part

of the learner to interact with... other speakers". This is not to imply that Ricltards did not

recogRize the importance of the iRteractive nature of listening, nor iRdeed that he ignored the

importaRce of global comprehension ski}ls, only Rost places greater emphasis on the relation-

ship between listening and speaking and the val"e of the more global skills. This view was

shared by others inclgdiRg White (1998.6) who, in the introduction to her teacher's resource

book Listening, stressed that "learning how to listen in a secoRd (or indeed a first) language

is inextricably linked with learRing how to speak".

   Rost's avoidance of a segmentalized approach cou}d also be explained by his teaching

situation, or his experience of teaching English at college level iR Japan for around two

decades. His listening course book St7utagies in Listening is specifically aimed at developing

listening skills in high beginner to lovtrer intermediate JapaRese students. School level

programrnes of English instruction in Japan aim to develop linguistic competeRce through

emphasis on grammar-translation thereby neglectiRg communicative competence and listen-

iiig and speaking sl<ills. For learners trained in this way there is no clear difference between

translating and readiRg, and listening becomes a more complicated extension of this process

wherein individual words are first decoded from spoken discourse before being translated

into Ll. Only on completion of this process can meaning be constructed.

   As Chamot (l989.421) points out: "listeners who interpret meanlng based olt the linguistic

characteristlcs of the text are using bottom-up processing". SiRce listening requires the

listener to process spoken discourse in "real time" lt is hardly surprising that reliance on

bottom-up skills, especially ln listening comprehension, is generally seeR to typify the ineffec-

tive learner. However, it would still be risky to trust too much in assumptions regarding

what Japanese college level learners (or any low }evel learners) are doing based solely on the

particular emphasis of their background in ERglish education.

[2. How strategy training came to be viewed as important in second language

acquisltion]

   Since Richards wrote his 1983 review there has been a shift in focus away from the

content of the learRing programme towards a greater focus on the learniRg process and the

leamer himself. One way in which this shift of focus manifested itself was iR what Skehan,

cited by EIIis (1994.529), described as an "explosion of activity" iR the study of leamer

strategies. Listening comprehension came to be viewed as an active process iR which, in the
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words of Buck (1991.67) "...listeRers attempt to construct an interpretation whick is meaning-

ful in the light of their owR assessment of the situation, knowledge aRd experience".

   While Richards also stressed the importaRce of strategy training, not only did he

recommend their development through isolated micro-skill practice, but his findings were

mostly based on how native speakers processed spoken discourse. In faimess, he admits

that a lacl< of sufficient data on listeniRg in second language acquisitioR at the time of writiRg

left him with Ro alternative. However, since 1983, research iRto the learner's strategies

underlyiRg his "attempts to construct meaning" has been conducted most influentiaily by O'

Malley and Chamot, but also by Rost aRd Ross, Vogely, Goh, Buck, NJ Anderson aRd

Vandegrift. Learner da£a thus gathered helped to deepen unclerstandiRg of the precise

nature aRd number of strategies used not only by good, or successful and effective learners,

or GLLs, but a}so by ineffective or bad learRers (BLLs). The latter had been largely ignored

by earlier researchers in the field, Rubin (i975), Naimait (1978), and Wesche (i979). What

emerged was a more detailed picture of what learners are doing, rather than a prescription

of what they should be doing accordiRg to analysis of native speaker discourse. Having

ldentified these strategies, discussion was directed towards the lssue of how to develop the

listener's communicative competence and proficieRcy through strategy tralniRg and guidaitce.

[3. A definition and evaluation of learner strategies]

   Rost provldes the following simple defiRition of listening strategies, which is a}so partly

applicable to leamer strategies iR general, in the teacher's manual of Stmtagies in Listening

(l995.5): "Listening strategies are ways of thinl<ing and acting in order to ultderstand betteiA".

In additlon, Chamot (l999.7) offers "procedures or techniques that leamers calt use to

facilitate a learning task" as a further definitioR of learning strategies. She continues:

"LearniRg strategies instruction can help studeltts of English become better learners".

Through developing their metacognitive awareness of strategy use, such as plaltnlng and

monitorlng their own perfor[naRce, our students, Chamot presumes, will become inore

confideoc motivated, autonomous, involved in the learniRg process, and ultimately successful.

Goh (1997.368) supports this view in stating that some sttidents "lack knowledge about how

they can learn more effectively" and suggests that an approach which allows for gRsuper-

vised, or non-directed learRer development is unsatisfactory. Furthermore, lf we fail to

provide otir students with strateglc l<nowledge, as Sheerin (1987.126) and Field (1998.111) point

out, our listening comprehension instruction will be confiRed to providing practice iR, or on}y

testing, the skili, rather than teaching it.

   The argument is persuasive but most attempts to arrive at a geRerally accepted descrip-

tion of }eamlRg strategies have also been unsatisfactory. Ellis (1994.529) describes the

concept of strategies as a "fuzzy one" and he categorizes them into three types: production,

commuRicatioR, and learning, the latter consisting of laltguage learning sb"ategies and

skill-learning strategies. Oxford (1990.16), cited by Ellis (1994.540) further sub-divides learn-

iltg strategies iRto direct and indirect strategies. She classifies compeltsatory strategies,
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which are particularly importaRt for lovLJ-level learners, under direct learniRg strategies

whereas Ellis (1994.539) notes that others, such as RubiR, view them as distinct from learRing

strategles.

   In my view, compensatory strategies are a class of communication strategies, which,

while they may eRable the learRer to cope with difficulties arising from L2 interactiolt, may

Rot contribute to leaming or gains in tY}e learner's proficieRcy. Skehan (1996.27) Roticed the

same phenomeRon in task-based instruction where a focus on meaRing becomes a priority

above a focus on form, and that the learner's developing inter}anguage system is not stret-

ched, only the leamer's strategic competence.

[4. Are strategies, and listeniBg strategies in particular, teachable?]

   It covild be argued that lack of clarity regardiRg the precise Rature of strategies should

Rot necessarily deter the teacher from teaching them, especial}y in the light of the beRefits

eRvisaged by Chamot, but there are other problems too. First, Field (1998.ll5) notes that "it

has not been conclusively demoRstrated that this l<ind of strategy training works". This

applies particularly to listeRing. O'Malley and Chamot (i990.i85), in a study of kigh school

ESL students, found that, despite encouraging signs in integrative tasks such as listening and

speaking, "the size of the effect with listening comprehension was modest". Whi}e Rost and

Ross (1991.236) found that "training of learRers in specific questioning strategies...can influ-

ence their immediate comprehension of a text as weil", McDonoi.igh (1999.9) poiRts out that

subjects ilt this l<ind of iilterventionist study, will obviously display the kind of behavlour that

they are trained to. The key problems are, as Rost admits, that it is not certain that this

l<ind of training will lead to autoinatization of strategy iR the loRg-term or that it will have

any conclusive effect on the learner's proficlency.

   Numerous corRmentators, includiRg Field and Buck, have drawn our attention to a

further problem arising from the subconscious nature of some learner strategies, which are

therefore, in the words of McDonough (1999.1), "not available for conscious manipulation or

inspection". This is a very serious concerR and if we accept it, theR atteinpts to integrate

training of some strategies into the teaching of IlsteniRg, or any other skill, may not be

worthwhile. At best, we could be coRtent with a view, expressed by Anderson, cited in Ellis

(1994.533), tkat coRsciously applied strategies can pass from a cognitive stage through an

"associated stage" before becoming fully automatized and subconscious. In this sense, the

teacher could intervene in the leamer's earlier stages of development, or lower levels of

competence, as Rost strives to do.

   One solution would be to identify teachable, or learRable strategies and ineegrate them

iRto listeltlng skills training, while leaviRg the developirneRt of strategies Bot available to

iRspection or manipulation to Ratural processes. Howevey, consideriRg the preseitt incoRclu-

sive state of research, as Ellis (1994.557) wams us, we have no way of knowing what

combiRations of strategies should be taught ltor which strategies should be taught for which

type of task.
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   These difficulties are compounded by the complex nature of the listeniRg sl<ill, where

strategy use is even less available to inspection, and by extension, training, than iR other

skills. For example, McDonough (l999.8) poiltts to the "limited degree of control by the

listener on the stream of speech" as one complicating factor, and the fact that there are so

maRy additional factors to those already involved iR reading comprehension. }Iowever,

Vandergrlft and Andersolt (1996.10) point out that an awareness of these additional diffi-

culties "therefore requires the use of leamiRg strategies such as comprehensioR monitoring,

analyzing, purpose-identification, and guessing". In other words, rather than de-eraphasize

llstening strategy trainiRg, we should increase our efforts to incltide it in listening comprehen-

slon mstructlon.

   Finally, strategy use may depend more oR other factors for example personality, social-

affective factors and motivation. First, regarding personality, Field (1999.116) reminds us

that strategy use is a very individualistic thing which varies from learner to learner. Second,

Bacon and Finneman, cited in McDonough (I990.9) suggestthat strategy use is governed by

"the affective climate of the classroom" and an atomistic appyoach to strategy training is not

therefore relevant. Third, learner performance may be sigfllficantly influenced by motiva-

tion. Oxford aRd Nyikos (1989) cited iR EIIis (1994.542) discovered that "the degree of

expressed motivation was the siRgle most powerful inflaence on the cholce of laRguage

learning strategies".

   To sum up, while there is a strong argument iR favour of promoting strategy awareRess

in learners, before we integrate listeniRg strategy training into programmes of language

iRstructioi3 in the way that Rost has attempted, the following should be born in mind:

-problems related to the precise definition and categorization of these strategies

-the issue of whether or not they promote learner proficiency

-lack of evidence to support the effectiveness of listeRlng strategy training

-the subconscious Rature ef strategy use, particularly iR listening

-the complexity of the listeniltg skill

-the fact that other factors beyond our coRtrol may be ;nore important in governing their use.

[5. An evaluation of Strategies in Listening and its prograrnme for strategy instruc-

tion]

   For all that has been said oR the theoretical froRt the similarities between this worl< and
                                            '
Richard's Lislen for ft sigi3ificantly outRgmber the clifferences. However, the two courses

differ in two key ways. First, in keeping with his views on the teaching of listeRing

comprehension detailed earlier, Rost does not iltclude exercises aiming at the development of

specific micro-skills in isolation. Second, his aims, as stated in the Teacher's Manual are to

(1995.3) "provide direct practice with listening strategies" and he integrates into the course

a series, or mini-syllabus, of twelve listening strategies. No summary of general listening

strategy aims is provided other than to "focus students' attelttioR on meaniRg". However,

they appear to train the learRer to do three things:
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1. Develop top-down processlng techRiques while decreasing reliance on non-directed

   bottom-up processing of text.

2. Develop global listening skills, inclgdiRg the ability to cope with iRcomprehensible input.

3. Encourage the learRer to asl< questions to seek clarification, aRd to manage and engage

   m mteractlons.

   Firstly, regardiRg bottom-up aRd top-down processing, we begin with a definitioR from

Eysenck and Keane (1995: 2). "Bottom-up processiRg yefers to processing directly affected

by stimulus input, whereas top-down processing refers to processing affected by what an

individual brings to a stimulus situatioR (e.g. expectations determined by context aRd past

experieRce)". AndersoR and VaRdegrift (1996.IO) comment that we Reed both forms of

pyocessing in order to construct meaning from spoken input. However, as mentioned in

section 1, many low-level learners, especlally iR Japan, rely too rauch on bottom-up text

processing, and, as Chamot Reted, this affects the learner's ability to process text effectively.

Rost seeks to redress this perceived imbalance and his first aim is to shift focus from oRe

form of bottom-up processiRg, namely attempting to decode every word, to a more directed,

selective one. This is reflected in the following three strategies: Ro. I"don't worry about

unciear souRds", no. 4 "pay atteRtion to stressed words", and lto. 11 "focus on key words and

facts". However, if a particular learner is showing progress by processing larger chunks or

phrases, recommendation that he focus on key words or stressed words instead might hinder

his development as a }istener.

   Furthermore, key words may be perceived by the Iearner as unclear sounds. This is

related Rot oRly to the issue of personality traits and the extent to which they influence what

students worry, or don't worry about, but also to the more important problem of the

developrnent of the leamer's proficiency. As rnentiolted earlier, the learner's desire to

transfer incomprehensible iRpgt into corxiprehenslble input is esseRtla} in the development of

the learner's proficiency aRd should not be ignored when attemptiltg to raise the learner's

level of tolerance to incompreheltsible iRput.

   Young (l996), cited in McDonough (1999.9), suggests that the way the learner deals with

unknown words, is crucial in listening comprehension. He found that sorne, presumably

effective, }earners were "able to hold on to an gnknown word while using sttbsequent lines of

the passage for identification c"es while others", presgmably BLLs, were "b}ocked".

Likewise, Rost (i990.157) defines listeRer development strategy in terr[ts of a "rnoveiRent

from ideRtifying Ron-understandings as a geReral non-understanding of the entire utterance...

to identifying sources of misunderstanding". While he has correctly identified £he impor-

tance of the need to infer and the need to tolerate ambiguky, and has provided strategies to

prornote thern, whether or not strategy training iR this area will produce pesitive results will

depend to a large extent on individual learner differences.

   Nevertheless, use of top-down processing techniques, viewed by Chamot to typify the

effective learner, is emphasized through the following strategies: no. 2 "think about the

situatioR", no. 7 "try to understand the speaker's purpose", no. 8 "predict what the speal<ers
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will say", Ro.10 "try to uRderstand the speaker's attitude" and no.i2 "focus on coRversation

themes". While bottorn-up processiBg raay be involved, these aim both to provide alterna-

tives to exclusive, non-directed bottom-up processing aRd to activate stored knowledge of the

world, humaR relationships, situational or functional schemata, or special scripts for

siti.iation-specificknow}edge. ThiswMbeimportantforglobalcoiRprehension. Forexam-

ple, in unit 1 exercise C Rost aims to activate learner l<nowledge of what may or raay not be

involved in filling in a membership application for a video club by posting the followiRg

listening strategy at the top of the page: "Predict what the speakers will say". In this way,

leamers are advised to "listen to", or apply maximum processing eRergy to, parts of the text

which differ from their expectations. In other woyds, an approach to listeRing which

involves filling in gaps in an･ticipated situatioR-specific scripts.

   However, the ability of the listener to activate 1<nowledge and consciously direct it

towards the task, while clearly importaRt, may Rot be as importaRt as the ability to readjust

iRaccurate predictions when things go wrong. As Buck (1994.163) says: "there is a strong

tendency for listeners to have expectations, which aid comprehension when met, but can

interfere badly when not". While we can train leamers to predict, training them to rapidly

readjust predictions is possibly beyond the range of strategy iRstruction. Furthermore, 0'

Malley and Chamot (1989.429) found that "in general, the effective listeners seemed to be

listeRlng for larger chunks shifting their attention to indlvidual words only when there was

a breakdown iR comprehension". This kind of atteRtlon shift is likely to be effected

subconsciously and ways of training the learner to be more flexible in strategy use is aRother

major challeRge. While we can polnt out strategies of individual word focus on the one haitd

and top-down processing of text on the other, interplay between the two is somethiRg the

leamer wi}l probably have to develop aloRe.

   Finally, Rost's attempts to realise his goals of iRtegratiRg the teaching of listeniBg aRd

speaking are embodied iR two key strategies: no. 3 "ask if you don't uRderstand" and strategy

no.6 "give a quick response". Both Rost and Richards designed tasks which lnvite the

learner to choose the ixtost suitable respoRse to spoken input. However, as meRtioRed in

sectioR 1, Rost places greater emphasis oR integrated skills iRstruction and ke includes a

recording featuring a series of eightfuRctional expressiolts geared to elicitiftg a respoRse and

the recommended strategy is to "give a quicl< response". This is direct strategy practice and

the product of training is rr}ore observable. Asking questioRs for clarification is also

promoted aRd this is especially irnportant in view of the cultural prefereltce for non-

interactive listening here in Japan.

   To sum up, Rost's twelve strategies appear to be adequate for their purposes and, as with

Richards' micro-skills, they generally show a strong correlatioR with items from other lists

and taxonomies. Rather than suggest improvements, I wogld instead suggest catttion both

in their applicatlon aRd against any excessively optimistic assessraent of their value.
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[6. 0n the importance of strategy selection and learner autonomy]

   Strategy selection ls a very important issue for the learner and a further, more important

shortcoming in Rost's course can be identified here. Goh (1997.362) observes that "strategic

knowledge is.. I<nowing which strategies are likely to be effective in achievlng leaming

gqals". To be more precise, students need practice Rot only in the app!ication of strategy but

in/making decisions regardiRg choice of strategy. In this way, if our aims in teaching

listeRing strategies are to encourage autonomy and to provide learners with ways of compen-

sating for iRcompreheltsible input in real life interactions, at some stage iR the course

studeRts should be invited to make choices about which strategies will likely be effective in

which type of task. This may also involve developiRg in the learner an awareness of the

extent to which focus oR indivldual strategies is suited to thern personally both with regard

to their own streRgths and weal<nesses as listeners and thelr own personality traits.

   Rost does include questionnaires entitled "Self Evaluation" atthe end of the two review

tests on pages 42 and 79, but there are problems here too. These do include page refereRces

to listening strategies check units vyrhere strategy descrlptions can be found. However, the

simplistic nature of the qviestions "Which strategies are helping you listeR better?" and

"Which strategies do you want to try usiRg more?", with refereRce to the preceding para-

graph, may mlslead the students into thinking that they are required to broadly apply

strategies in the same way irrespective of task and text type, and listening stage.

[7. Conclusion. Some irnplications of the above for the learner, teacher, and

course book writer]

   It is clear that all should be doing more. The Teacher's MaRual should include check-

lists of sources of possible comprehension difficulties in each tasl< to provide the basis for

micro-sl<ill activities as strategy training. Preferably, it shouid also include a list of recom-

mended remedial sub-sl<ill activities such as those listed by Field (i998.114). However, it is

likely that Rost would not agree, given his position on the separate teaching of sub-skills

detailed in section 1. Field (1998.117) also raises the iss£ie of prognostic and diagnostic

teaching of strategies. He concludes that "major strategies involving the creating and

checking of infereRces are best modeled-incorporated into the pattern of the listening lesson

-rather thaR taught indlvidually". However, I feel that there is still a case for Chamot's full

five phase CALLA instructional sequeltce, with both organized pre-task strategy presentation

aRd a clear plan for remedlal action if problems arise.

   As for the leamer, movement tovyfards autonomy should iRvo}ve more effort to design

their own tasks, to activate their owR background know}edge, without prompting from the

teacher or course book, and to moRitor their own perforrnaRce. In addition, movement

towards proficiency should involve an effort to deal wlth language form coup}ed with a desire

to decrease reliaRce on compensation strategies. Under these circumstances, a well-

motlvated, metacognitively focused leamer might Rot appreciate reductions in quantity of

exposure to spoken input, or Sherman's "flying time", due to overemphasis on strategy work.
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    Nevertheless, Stvatagies in Listening may prove effective in developing tke learner's

strategic view of listeniRg, or developing awareRess of strategy use. This heightened

awareness may or rnay not lead to improved ability to process spoken input. Either way, the

issue of whether or Rot it wM improve the learner's overall proficiency remains the key

consideration. Rost and Ross (1991.263) conclude that "iRstruction in strategy use is...

essentially `markiRg time' until the }earner achieves greater proficiency" but improving their

compensation strategies may "lead the learner to toward understanding more of the target

laRguage as a systein". Furthermore, as Ellis (l994.559) notes, aR effective strategic

approach to listeRing may not be the cause of proficiency gains but the result of them. All

things coRsidered, it seems certain that, as Field (1998.117) points out, "strategies... are

strictly compeRsatory: as the Iistener's listening abllity improves they are required less aRd

less". Finally, siRce we have no powerful evidence to indicate how we should go about

strategy training, nor even to prove it has any value in the first place, anything goes. In this

sense, Rost's approach to listening stra£egy training iR the course is largely defensible.
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